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J.F is the trading desk coordinator and project manager.. Interested in 

technology, web, stocks and forex. Currently trading cryptos for a living. 
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Wes Pryor, holds Bachelors of Business Administration a Masters of Accounting 

and is a licensed CPA with the state of Florida. Wes is our dedicated Controller. 



Wesley has a background in law and is currently an auditor for a big 4 

accounting firm. 
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Marie-Lynn has been developing web applications for 20 years. She has lead 

development teams and managed projects for Fortune 500 companies and large NGOs. 

She has also developed 5 full-featured SaaS start-ups and now develops systems related 

to crypto-currency full-time. 
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Karan is a student at Georgia Tech who is passionate about technology and 

crypto-currency.  Karan manages the editorial process of all articles for our blog.  

 

 
 
 



 
 

 
 

About  Cryptomen  
 

Cryptomen is a social crypto platform where new and old 
crypto-currency enthusiasts alike can find breaking news, 
discussion groups, revolutionary trading tools, and unique 
speculation services in a transparent and compelling 
environment. Cryptomen generates revenue through sale of 
premium services subscriptions, private chat bookings, web 
advertisements, service fees, blog tips and sponsored 
articles.  
 

Location 
 

Cryptomen is currently located at the Bitcoin Embassy in 
Montreal Canada.  

 
Bitcoin Embassy CA 
+1 (855) 922-3622 

3485 Boul. St-Laurent, suite 308 

Montréal, QC, Canada H2X 2T6 

 
info@bitcoinembassy.ca 
 
 
 

mailto:info@bitcoinembassy.ca


Donations to the Bitcoin Embassy can be made to the following 
address: 
1EMBASSYyhoYZiv1cHFpPRM5fnSXk6C7Gp 
 
 
 
 
 

CRYPTOMEN REVENUE GENERATING ACTIVITIES 
 
I. CryptoFund  -  http://cryptomen.com 

II. CryptoTrade - http://cryptomen.com/cryptotrade/ 

III. CryptoTools - http://cryptomen.com/cryptotools/ 

IV. CryptoChat - http://cryptomen.com/chat/ 

V. News and Analysis - http://cryptomen.com/news-analysis/ 
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I. CryptoFund 

 
CryptoFund is the world’s very first crypto-currency 

speculation crowdfund.  CryptoFund is the simplest and 
most exciting way to speculate the Altcoin markets for our 

members.  
 

Current CF: 
CF01 - Miss Baker 

- 1 Month crowdfunding period - October 1, 2014 
- 4 Month speculating period - November 1 - February 

28, 2015 
 

The CF works by raising BTC from members for a set 
period set by our team; typically one month.  Next, 
deposits are closed, the total balance is allocated a 

percentage share to each member who pledged BTC. 
Then the CF moves into the speculation period for a 

pre-determined period of time; four months in the case of 



CF01. At the end of the speculation period, all positions 
are closed out to BTC and the ending balance is 

distributed by percentage allocated share to each of our 
participants.  We generate revenue from the service by 

taking a 25% cut off any profits earned during the 
speculation period.  

 
Aside from the fact that we are the first company to 

provide such a service in crypto-currencies, CryptoFund 
also provides a live balance feed view during the 
speculation period.  This allows our members a 

transparent view of the activity of the CF throughout the 
speculation period.  Additionally, through CryptoChat, we 

have enabled a chat system on the CryptoFund page 
where our members can communicate with our team and 

each other throughout the life of the CF. 
 

These services satisfy the demand in the market for 
affordable Altcoin speculation services and promote trust 

through transparency and real-time reporting, while adding 
a valuable social dimension. 

 
CryptoFund Speculation Strategy 

 

CryptoFund allocation: 
-75% | CryptoBot 



-25% | Manual  
 
About CryptoBot: 
CryptoBot is our newest tool that will be unveiled during 
the speculation period of CF01.  CryptoBot will exchange 
Altcoins in two primary ways, continuously adjusting to 
market conditions: 
 
1. Low Risk - BTC/USD/CAD/Altcoins 
2. High Risk - Altcoins 
 
Low Risk Configuration: 
Our low-risk configuration automatically rebalances our 
portfolio with fiat currencies, Bitcoin and Altcoins.  This 
configuration is based upon the fundamental belief that in 
the long run the value of Bitcoin will continue to grow.  The 
configuration rebalances, using the Shannon’s Demon 
strategy to capitalize on volatility in the market.  For 
instance, if we believe Bitcoin is bullish, we will rebalance 
attributing a bigger proportion of our fund into Bitcoin, 
waiting for new opportunities in the market.  Conversely, if 
we believe Bitcoin is stagnant (like what we see right 
now), we will hold an equivalent proportion of altcoins and 
bitcoin, being more careful about the volatility in the 
market.  On the other hand, if we believe Bitcoin is 



bearish, we will rebalance buying more altcoins or fiat 
currency like USD. 
 
High Risk Configuration: 
Our high risk configuration rides the volatile pumps of the 
market, based on volume increase on a 6-hour time scale 
trend and our custom configurations.  We have team of 10 
successful members in the Bitcoin community to assist in 
our configurations.  With our team, we have daily and 
weekly meetings to discuss our strategy and update the 
parameters of CryptoBot.  
To do this, we create a white paper to list all the coins we 
believe will succeed based upon different attributes 
(development team, innovative features, etcetera).  We 
then rank each coin based upon their attribute scores and 
enter those coins into CryptoBot.  Each meeting we 
re-evaluate our current coins in the system and evaluate 
new coins- making adjustments as necessary. 
 
About Manual Allocation: 
Our manual strategy is involved with the riskier Altcoins.  It 
is here we speculate on coins that are not in CryptoBot, 
such as IPO’s and coins that don’t fit the parameters we 
have defined for CryptoBot.  An example would be a coin 
that currently has a volume below our CryptoBot 
threshold, but we feel an upcoming development will have 



a significant impact on the price that we can take 
advantage of.  These coins are all discussed in our group 
meetings and action is taken when positive outcome 
seems probable.  These coins are our highest risk for 
losses and are speculated with a small percentage of the 
CF in accordance with our risk management strategy. 
 
 
Risk management: 
Our risk management strategy involves a fund percentage 
allocation of: 50% in rebalancing, 25% in high risk altcoins 
and 25% in manual speculation. This allocation allows us 
to limit potential losses, but will enable us to capitalize on 
opportunities as they arrive.  Our rebalancing parameters 
are highly dependent upon our coin ranking whitepaper 
system that is conducted in our weekly meetings. 
 
Disclaimer: 
CryptoFund (hereafter “CF”) is an unregistered, unlicensed crowdfunding speculation service 
that is not to be confused with a hedge fund, investment product, or any other financial 
instrument.  CF is simply a way for Altcoin speculators to benefit from our community and 
knowledge in a structured environment.  
 
This web site or the CF offering does not constitute an offer or a solicitation to any person in any 
jurisdiction in which such offer or solicitation is not authorized. The delivery of the CF service or 
any sale made hereunder shall not under any circumstance imply that the information in it or in 
this web site is correct as of any date subsequent to the date hereof. 
 
Participants should read the description of services and disclaimer on our website in its entirety 
and rely only upon statements made in it.  The services being offered hereby have not been 
approved by the United States Securities and Exchange Commission (“SEC”), or any other 



governmental authority and neither the SEC, nor any such other authority has passed upon the 
accuracy or adequacy of this service. Any representation to the contrary is a criminal offense.  It 
is anticipated that the offering of CF services will be exempt from registration under the United 
States Securities Act of 1933, as amended and the various state securities laws and that the CF 
will not be registered as an investment company under the United States Investment Company 
Act of 1940, as amended. 
 
Nothing contained in or on the Cryptomen website or CF description should be construed as a 
solicitation of an offer to buy or offer, or recommendation, to acquire or dispose of any security, 
commodity, or investment or to engage in any other transaction.  CF offers a number of 
products and services designed specifically for various categories of individuals in various 
countries and regions. Not all products will be available to all participants. These products or 
services are only offered to such individuals, in those countries and regions, in accordance with 
applicable laws and regulations. The information provided on the Cryptomen website and on CF 
description is not intended for distribution to, or use by, any person or entity in any jurisdiction or 
country where such distribution or use would be contrary to law or regulation. All persons and 
entities accessing the Cryptomen website and CF service do so of their own initiative and are 
responsible for compliance with applicable local laws and regulations. The CF is not directed to 
any person in any jurisdiction where the publication or availability of the website or service is 
prohibited, by reason of that person’s nationality, residence or otherwise. Persons subject to 
these restrictions must not access the Cryptomen website, or CF service.  
 
Those whom are not prohibited from accessing the Cryptomen website and CF service, are 
encouraged to participate only with Bitcoin contributions that they are willing to lose.  Cryptomen 
under CF or any other service, will not guarantee any gains or return of funds received, and by 
participating in CF or any other service, users acknowledge this risk and  acknowledge that 
Cryptomen will not be liable for any damages or losses incurred hereunto.  

 
CryptoFund CF01 Speculation Scenario: 
November 1, 2014 - February 28, 2015 



*Note: This is a possible projection based upon assumptions derived from our historical data.  It should 
be noted that given the brief history of our company, our data is limited and these assumptions are 
likely to differ significantly over time.  Decisions should not be made based upon these projections 
alone. 
 
 
 
CryptoFund in the News: 

 
CryptoFund has been 
featured on 
cryptocoinsnews.com - one 
of the worlds largest news 
sources for cryptocurrency 

https://www.cryptocoinsnews.com/cryptofund-investing-digital-currency/ 
 
 

 

CryptoFund has been 
featured on 
cointelegraph.com - 
another one of the worlds 
largest news sources for 
cryptocurrency.  

 
 
 

https://www.cryptocoinsnews.com/cryptofund-investing-digital-currency/


 
 

http://cointelegraph.com/news/112835/cryptomen-launches-breakthrough-btc-investment-tradin
g-service 

 
 

Being featured on cryptocoinsnews.com and 
cointelegraph.com has dramatically increased our visibility 
in the market and driven traffic to our site, further building 

momentum of the fund and our reputation in the 
community.  

 
CryptoFund Promotion Material: 

We have used this promotion image as a way to spread 
awareness of the CF service across our various media 

networks.  
 

 



CryptoFund Current Status: 
As of the date of this report, CryptoFund has raised a total 
of ฿139.76615349, brought over 3,900 views (since 
October 1, 2014 per google analytics) and has secured 62 
unique participants.  
 
 

II. CryptoTrade 
 

CryptoTrade is our upcoming membership-based signal 
service and social trading platform. This system will allow 
users to keep a trading profile,  share their status, vote for 

coins, vote for bullish/bearish coins, connect their 
portfolios through an exchange’s API, recommend coins 
with opening and closing positions, and chat with other 

users. Users will be able to follow or copy trades made by 
other users who are showing great returns on our 

leaderboards. We wish to attract star users who will be 
able to offer paid professional consultation services to 
other members through our crypto-currency enabled 

platform.  
 
CryptoTrade Membership Options: 
-1 Year Membership Launch Promotion (First 20 
members): 0.5 BTC  
-1 Year Membership: 1 BTC 



-4 Month Membership: 0.4 BTC 
 
Signal Service Trading Board Visual: 

 
This is a screenshot of one of our published trading 
boards.  These boards, which are currently included in our 
weekly recommendations articles, will be used in our 
CryptoTrade signal service provided to premium 
subscribers.  These trading boards provide easy to read 
signals that even novice investors can follow.  Additionally, 
they add the social voting capability through the Bull/Bear 
sentiment toggles.  These features are far beyond those 



provided by our competition and are a huge selling point 
for our service.  

 
 
The screenshot to the left is a 
trading board from one of our 
major competitors- 
www.cryptocoincharts.info 
It offers very little useful 
information or social 
capabilities in comparison, 
leaving an opportunity for our 
service.  

 

CryptoTrade Status: 
CryptoTrade is our most development intensive project 
and has been put on hold while we focus our resources on 
other value generating services.  CryptoTrade offers us a 
huge opportunity to generate revenue, and we are 
currently seeking funds to hire developers for this project.  

III. CryptoTools 
 

CryptoTools is an area where we post tools that are 
available for our CryptoTrade subscribers to download for 
free or receive for a reduced rate.  These tools are also 
available for purchase by any member of the website for 

various prices.  
 

http://www.cryptocoincharts.info/


CryptoTools Current Status: 
Currently we have one tool available- the Bittrex 
AutoTracker for 0.1 BTC.  We are preparing to release our 
next tool: CryptoBot.  CryptoBot is developed by a third 
party with an agreement between Cryptomen to receive 
50% of the selling price of CryptoBot for hosting CryptoBot 
on our website.  CryptoBot will be accessed by individual 
users through a web application directly on our website, 
driving traffic and revenue.  
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
CryptoTools Visual: 



 
 

IV. CryptoChat  
 

CryptoChat is an area where we host private chats for our 

members.  Any group or person working on an 

crypto-related project can reserve a chat night and we will 

package and promote this as an event to our community. 

 
Chat Services Offered: 
-Dev’s Corner: Developers meet with cryptomen members 
and provide information about their coin. 
-Rocket Launch: Similar to Dev’s corner except focused 
on the launch of new crypto-related projects or services. 
-Trading Chats: Provided for our CryptoTrade subscribers 
to discuss trading tips and strategies with our traders.  



-Expert Help: Provided to our CryptoTrade subscribers for 
overall crypto-currency questions and answers.  
 
These chat services offer a rare opportunity for our users 

to get a personalized experience with experts in the 
crypto-currency community and receive quality information 

before it hits other sources.  
 

CryptoChat Current Status: 
We are currently offering our chat services for free as we 
continue to build our community and functionality of 
CryptoChat.  
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
CryptoChat Visual: 



 
 
 

V.News and Analysis 
 

Cryptomen News and Analysis is our unique 
crypto-currency related blog. It is here we post breaking 

news, interviews, tutorials, events and our famous weekly 
report.  Although very new, our blog has been much 

success and is one of the primary activity drivers of web 
traffic for our website.  Articles for our blog are both 



internally generated by our team, and sent to us by 
external parties.  All entries are reviewed by our chief 
editor to ensure quality before they are posted.  Our 

contributors are paid in voluntary tips that are submitted 
through our blog tip address, which we subsequently take 
a 25% cut and then distribute.  Our primary objective of 

our blog is to drive traffic to our website so that users will 
buy our services. 

 
 Blog Visual: 

 
 
 
 
 

Web Analysis Report 



 
The web traffic analysis ran through Google Analytics 

covers September 24, 2014 - October 24, 2014.  This one 
month analysis shows the rapid growth of our web traffic 
and opportunity to deliver valuable services and generate 

revenue.  With the release of CryptoFund and growing  



popularity of our blog, we are presented with an unique 
opportunity to rapidly expand our community and deliver 

our services. 
 
 
 

 
 


